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wireless network will experience high call blocking and forced
termination probabilities. Resourceallocation could be performed
based on the sources mean cell rates. In such approach, video
sources will suffer from unacceptable losses and delays
(especiallythosewith hard real-time constraints).
These problems can be solved using a dynamic bandwidth
allocation algorithm. In this paper, we propose a predictive
resource allocation schemethat provides high wireless network
utilisation by dynamically reserving only those resourcesthat are
needed.The proposedschemeis dynamic and pro-active, i.e., the
amount of bandwidth to be reservedis determined “on-the-fly”. It
requires some communication between the mobile terminal and
the basestation, but the amount of extra information generatedby
the mechanismis acceptablein comparison to the capacity gain
obtained.
The proposedalgorithm exploits the structure of the MPEG video
streamand allocatesbandwidth on a scenebasis. This will result
in a high bandwidth gain, which will affect the overall network
performance.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 formulates the
problem. Section 3 introduces the proposed approach. In section
4, the dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm is described.
Section 5 presents simulations and discusses the performance
results. Conclusions and future directions are presented in
section 6.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we proposeand evaluate a new dynamic bandwidth
allocation schemefor MPEG video sources suitable for wireless
networks. The proposed scheme is dynamic and pro-active. It
automatically adjusts the amount of reserved resources, while
guarantying the required QoS. It exploits the structure of the
MPEG video stream and allocates bandwidth on a scene basis.
The presented dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm is
evaluated using simulation and actual MPEG video data. The
performance evaluations showed a major improvement in
bandwidth utilisation ascomparedto other proposedschemes.

Keywords
Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation, Wireless networks, MPEG,
QoS.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a wireless network, bandwidth is perhapsthe most precious and
limited resourcesof the whole communication system.Therefore,
it is of extreme importance to use this resource in the most
efficient way.
Video applications produce large amount of data. As a result,
video is transmittedin compressedformat to reduce the generated
data rates.Among the usedcompressiontechniques, MPEG is the
standard that has recently gained a considerable attention. The
MPEG coding scheme is widely used for any type of video
applications.
Compressedvideo sources produce a Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
with a considerabledegreeof burstiness.To guaranteeQuality of
Service (QoS) for such VBR applications when used over a
wireless link, specific resource managementsolutions must be
considered.Resourceallocation could be performed according to
the peak cell rate of the VBR sources.Such an approach leads to
under utilisation of wireless resourcesdue to the bursty nature of
the sources. The wireless bandwidth will be wasted and the

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a wireless network systemthat is able to support mobile
terminals running applications that require a varying range of
bandwidth resources.The wireless network users expect good
quality of service from the system,for example low call dropping
and packetloss probabilities.
Whenever a mobile terminal connects to a base station, the base
station will allocate bandwidth to this mobile terminal. This
bandwidth will remain constant throughout the duration of the
connection. In [5] the authors suggestthe use of different amount
of bandwidth depending on user requirements. For example, a
voice call user will use a single bandwidth unit (BU) while a
video mobile terminal will require several BUS, where a
bandwidth unit is the minimum quota of bandwidth resourcesthat
can be assignedto any mobile user.
The aboveapproachis a good solution for CBR sources,however
it is clearly inadequatefor VBR sources.The bit rate of this kind
of sources varies over time and they have most of the time a
bursty nature. Compressedvideo sourcesare known to produce a
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) with a high degreeof burstiness, which
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number of users that can be supported by a mobile wireless
network cell without affecting the QoS of the connections.
In subsection3.1, we will introduce the concept of sceneand after
we will quote the assumptionsthat we supposedfor our algorithm.

needs specific resource management solutions, especially for
guaranteedQuality of Service (QoS) networks.
If resourceallocation is performedaccording to the peak cell rate
of the VBR source, the network will be most of the time highly
under-utilised when the peak-to-averagerate ratios are high. The
wireless bandwidth will be wasted and the wireless network will
experience high call blocking and forced terminations. On the
other hand, if resource allocation is performed based on the
sourcemeancell rate, it is expectedfor the source to suffer from
unacceptable losses and delays (especially for video sources
imposing hard real-time constraints).

3.1 The Scene Concept
An MPEG encoder generatesthree types of compressedframes:
Irma-coded(I), Predictive (P), and Bi-directional (B) frames.An I
frame is encoded independently of other frames based on DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform) and entropy coding. A P frame uses
a similar coding algorithm to I frames, but with the addition of
motion compensationwith respectto the previous I or P frame,
and is used as a referencepoint for the next P frame. A B frame is
an interpolated frame that requires both a past and a future
referenceframes(I or P).
Typically, I framesrequire morebits than P frames.B frameshave
the lowest bandwidth requirement. After coding, the frames are
arranged in a deterministic periodic sequence, for example
“IBBPBB” or “‘IBBPBBPBBPBB”, which is called Group of
Pictures (GOP).
From Figure 1, it is observed that an MPEG trace consists of
several segmentssuch that the sizes of I frames in each segment
are close in value. In [1][14], such segmentswere referred to as
scenes.In this paper we consider sceneswith respect to GOP
sizes. The goal behind this choice is two folds. First, it will
facilitate the task of allocating bandwidth since we don’t have to
distinguish betweenframe types (I, P or B). Second,it will allow
for a uniform charactetisationof the sceneelements.
To model the length of a scene,the authors in [ l][ 141proposeda
method that computes scene duration using the fact that a
“sufftcient” difference between the sizes of two consecutive I
framesis a strong indication of the start of a new scene.But this
approachrequires the availability of the VBR trace. It takes into
account only I frames and do not permit a uniform
characterisationof all frametypes (I, P and B) within a scene.
In this work, we consider two requirementsthat will lead us to a
new algorithm for determining the scene duration in an MPEG
stream: First, the proposed algorithm must work “on-the-fly”,
which means that the decision of determining the scene
boundariesmust only take into consideration the past GOPs. This
will make our algorithm support MPEG streamsindependently
from the knowledgeof the trace.One advantageof such algorithm
is the ability to handle MPEG streamsfor which we do not have a
trace. The secondrequirementconcernsthe size of the first GOP
in each scene,which has to be as close as possible to the mean
GOP size of the scene.This will be used in the dynamic allocation
algorithm (section4).
With respect to the above two requirement we compute scene
duration differently (see Figure 2). Let (GOP(j): j=l, 2, ...) be
the GOP sequencein an MPEG stream.This sequenceconsistsof
the sizes of consecutiveGOPs in a given MPEG trace. Suppose
that the current sceneis the i’* scenethat startedwith the ti* GOP.
The (n+k+l)‘* GOP of the sequenceindicates the start of the
(i+l)‘* sceneif
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Figure 1: Segmentof the frame size sequencefor Bond trace.
In the casethat the model of the VBR source is known, we can
calculate the required capacity’ C to have a certain CLR (Cell
Loss Ratio). Even with this approachbig framesare more likely to
be affected by a cell loss than small ones, which will affect the
visual QoS. For example, consider the VBR source depicted in
Figure 1 offered to a bufferless switch (we consider only hard
real-time services) on a wireless link of capacity C. Frames
around 2000 will experience a very high cell loss which will be
noticed by the user.
A way to solve such problem is the use of a dynamic bandwidth
allocation algorithm. Therefore in the next section, we will
propose a new approach that alleviates some of the problems
describedabove.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
Insteadof allocating the wireless bandwidth for the lifetime of the
connection (as in traditional wireless systems using FDM or
CDMA channel access schemes) we will allocate capacity
dynamically for each scene.Here a scene representsa group of
successive GOPs with close sizes. This capacity will remain
constantand will not changeuntil the beginning of another scene.
This allocation scheme allows, as we shall see in section 5,
a better bandwidth management.It will lead to an increasein the

t The terms ‘capacity’ and ‘bandwidth’ are used interchangeably
throughout the paper.
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IGOZ’(n + k + 1) - GOP(k)1 2 T * GOP(k)

(es.1)

CL& = EkRr-C)+’
(eq.2)
E(Rt I
Where E(.) representsthe expectation operator and X+ is defined
as X+ = X if X>O and X+ = 0 if X<o. If the probability density
function (p.d.f.) of the sourcerate is defined byflu), then (eq. 2)
can be written as:

where T is a thresholds (T 2 0). n + I in this caserepresentsthe
length of the ith scene. Notice that the length of a scene is
measuredby the number of consecutiveGGPsin that scene.

64.3)

It is worth noting that in this work the problem of call admission
is not addressedand that the capacity gain is obtained supposing
that the required capacity is always available. Future works will
addressaspectrelatedto call admission.

COPsim

Figure 2: Sceneduration
With this definition of scene,all the GOP sizes within a scene i
are located between First-GGP(i)*( 1-T) and First-GOP(i)*( 1+T).
Where First-GOP(i) is the size of the first GOP in scenei.
Clearly, the value of T impacts the shape of the scene length
distribution. It determines the amount of correlations between
successivescenes;the larger these value, the less correlated the
scenes.The value of the T parameterimpacts also the number of
scenesin a particular trace. Larger values of T produce smaller
number of scenes.For example, for the MTV2 trace, a value of
T=20% i.e. (0.2) produces 1200 sceneswhile a value of T=80%
produces100 scenes(seeFigure 4 (c)).

4. THE DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH
ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
Our bandwidth allocation algorithm is basedon the idea that the
GOP sizes within a scene are close. We propose to allocate
bandwidth requirement for each scene depending on the GOP
sizes mean and variance within the scene. As will be shown in
section 5, the proposedapproach requires less capacity than the
traditional schemewhile guaranteeing the same and even better
user QoS requirements.
We consider the variance and the averageof the films as known
values for two reasons:Either we have these films beforehand,
hence we can calculate thesevalues, or use an encoder that allows
us to specify a desired variance. A number of works [2-4, 12, 131
have been done on designing rate control (or rate shaping)
mechanismsto enforce the encoder to respect some predefined
characteristicslike a certain meanrate and target variance.

3.2 Assumptions
As illustrated in Figure 3, we consider a mobile terminal that
wants to send or receive an MPEG video streamover a wireless
link. We assume an underlying mechanism that allows us to
allocate bandwidth dynamically throughout the duration of a
connection between a base station and a mobile terminal. An
example of such schemeis the ETSI UMTS Terrestrial Radio
Access(UTRA) [S].

Basedon our definition of a scene,(eq. l), the sizes of GOPs
within a scenecould be consideredclose. The GOP sizes fluctuate
around an averagevalue that representsthe level of activity of the
scene.In our previous work [16] we showed that the GOP sizes
within a scene can be modelled by a normal distribution with
mean p and variance $ (K(p,cr)). p varies from one scene to
another while o is invariant to scenechangesand dependsonly on
the T parameter.

Wuekss link with capacity C

For a normal distribution N(p, o) with a p.d.f. fand a cumulative
distribution function (c.d.f.) F and using (eq. 3) we have:

Mobile tcmninal
F?aseStation

cLR-

Figure 3: Mobile terminal wireless access
In addition, we assumethat when the required capacity, if known,
is allocated to the mobile terminal without any delay. In this study
we do not take into accountthe delay betweenthe demandand the
acquisition of the capacity.
Consider a hard real-time VBR servicewhere the streamproduced
by the VBR sourceis directed to a bufferless switch on a wireless
link of capacity C. Let this VBR source bit rate-at time t be Rt.
The Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) can be then estimated by the fluid
approximation [ 121as follows:

p*(1-F(C))+02

“f(C)-c*(l-F(C))

P
(eq. 4)
Using (eq. 4) we can calculate the required capacity C for a prespecified CLR using binary search.
We have also shown in [16] that r~ can be approximated by
T*u-GOP when T is bellow 1, where O-GOP’ is the variance of
the film, and that p for some scene i can be replaced by
First-GOP(i) + a-GOP to calculate the capacity required for a
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In [7], the authors concluded that the trafIIc p.d.f. of some VBR.
MPEG sourcescould be modelled by a Gamma distribution. In
[ 151,the authorshave shown that the Gammaand the Log-Normal
distributions are good tits for the p.d.f. of I, P and B subsetsof
MPEG sequences.In [16] we have shown that the Log-Normal
distribution can also be used as a model for some VBR MPEG
sources.
In this work, we will comparethe performanceof our algorithm in
terms of the used capacity with the ones calculated supposing a
Gammadistribution MPEG source and a Log-Normal distribution
MPEG source. Only the results obtained supposing a Gamma
distribution MPEG source are presented. Similar results were
found while using a Log-Normal distribution as a model for the
MPEG sources.
The capacity gain is calculated as follows:

specified CLR without violating user requirements, where
First-GOP(i) is the size of the first GOP in scenei.
We can then use (First-GOP(i) + a-GOP, T * c?.GOP) a~ an
approximation for (/J, a) for the scenei to compute the required
capacity and as confirmed by simulation the predeterminedCLR
is still respected.
The following algorithm can be used to allocate bandwidth
dynamically for each sceneand can be used either in the mobile
terminal or in the mobile station depending on the transfer
direction.
The algorithm begins by allocating the required capacity (for a
pre-specified CLR) for the first scenedepending on scene’sfirst
GOP size. Then, it checks the following GOP sizes to detect the
beginning of a new sceneusing (eq. 1). And, depending on the
size of the first GOP of the new scene it allocates a different
amountof bandwidth using (eq. 4). This capacity will remain
constant until the beginning of another scene, and can be, for
example,used by neighbouring basestationsto reservebandwidth
for the mobile terminal in caseit emigratesto anothercell.

Gain = 100 * (1 - Dynamzc- cup)
Static _ Cap

Where Dynamic-Cap is the total capacity allocated by our
dynamic algorithm and Static-Cup is the total capacity allocated
by the static approach.
To clarify the meaning of the Gain variable, let’s take the
following example:supposethat we have allocate bandwidth to an
MPEG stream for 30 minutes. Knowing that the considered
MPEG source can be modelled by a gammadistribution source,
the static schemeallocates the capacity C for this film (to have a
certain CLR). And supposethat our dynamic allocation algorithm
has identified three scenes that lasts 5, 15 and 10 minutes
respectively, and allocates the capacity Cl, C2 and C3 for the
three scenesrespectively.We have then the following capacities:
Static-Cap = 3O*C and
Dynamic-Cup = 5*Cl + 15*C2 + lO*C3
and the Gain representsthe percentageof the Static-Cap that the
dynamic approachdid not use. If for example, Gain is equal to
70% then if the static approach uses a particular amount B of
bandwidth to have a certain CLR, our algorithm usesonly 30 % of
B to have the sameCLR.
The tracesusedin our simulations were provided by Oliver Rose2
[15]. Rose’s movies were taken from VCR tapes, and were
digitised at rate of 25 frames/set using a Sun Video card. The
movies were compressedusing MPEG [6][9] Berkeley’s software
encoder[ 111.Each MPEG video consistsof 40.000 frames,which
is equivalent to approximately half an hour.
Although we use traces that are already available, our algorithm
remains valid for online traces. This is the case becausewe did
not use any information already available on the used traces.We
use only the variancethat we consider as a known value.
We calculate the capacity gain for different values of T (from
T=lO% to 100% step 10%) and different values of CLR (from lo” to 0.1 step0.1) and for different MPEG video streams.
In the following figures (Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7
and Figure 8):

The algorithm pseudo-code:
Initialisation:
Set the value for T
Set the value for CLR
cr_cOP* = the streamvariance
N=l
First-GOP = GOP (N)

// the first GOP size

p= First-GOP + a-GOP
CJ=T*o-GOP
Allocate the capacity for K (p, 0)

I/ using (eq. 4)

SendGOP (N)
N=N+l
Loop:
While not end of streamdo
S= GOP (N)
II the nti GOP size
If I S - First-GOP I > T * First-GOP then
iI another scenestarts
First-GOP = S
p= First-GOP + a-GOP
Allocate the capacity for K (p, O)
iI using (eq. 4)
End if
SendGOP (N)
N=N+l
End while

5. SIMULATIONS

(eq. 5)

AND RESULTS

In this section we will show how our dynamic bandwidth
allocation algorithm surpassesthe traditional scheme.

2 The traces can be obtained from the ftp site ftpin the directory IpublMPEGl.

info3.informutik.urSwuerzburg.de
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for the axis labelled ‘T’ , a value of s meansthat T = 10 * s %
for the axis labelled ‘CLR’, a value of s means that the
required CLR = lo-”

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Cc)

Figure 5: Simulation results for Lambs trace
As illustrated by Figure 5 (b), our dynamic bandwidth allocation
algorithm is always better than the static scheme for practical
values of CLR (<10m3).

w

Figure 4: Simulation results for MTV2 trace
Figure 4 (a) shows the capacity gain obtained for the MTV2 trace
in comparison with the static allocation schemewith a Gamma
distribution as a model for the MPEG source(the capacity needed
for the static allocation is obtained using eq. 3). Similar results
were found while using a Log-Normal distribution source model.
We can notice a significant gain in the area where the required
CLR is below lo-’ and where T is lessthan 70%.
From Figure 4 (a), we can notice that for T=lO% and a required
CLR=lO-lo the capacity gain is 82.06%. This means that if the
static approachusesa particular amount B of bandwidth to have a
CLR=lO-‘“, our algorithm uses only 17.94 % of B to have the
sameCLR.
Figure 4 (b) shows when the gain obtained is positive and when it
is negative. From Figure 4 (b), we can notice that for high values
of T (T > 70%) and high values of CLR (= 0. l), our algorithm use
more capacity than the static approach. But this area (T > 70%
and CLR 2 0.1) is not very important since in practice the
required CLR is usually bellow lo-‘.
Figure 4 (c) shows the number of scenesdepending on the value
of the T parameter.A high numberof scenesmeansmany capacity
request messagesbetween the base station and the mobile
terminal. But in comparisonto the capacity gain obtained by our
algorithm, a little overheadis acceptable.
For example, in a wireless ATM context, the total ATM cells for
the MTV2 trace is 2080076 cells. But for a capacity gain of
82.06% (obtained for T=lO% and a CLR equal to lo-“), an
overhead of 1800 ATM cells (corresponding to the number of
scenesobtained for T=lO%) is acceptable.We supposethat the
capacity requestscan be transmitted using. ATM Operation And
Management(OAM) [lo] cells. We consider one OAM cell per
request if the transfer direction is from the base station towards
the mobile terminal, and two OAM cells otherwise (requestconfirmation).
Figure 5 (a) shows the capacity gain obtained for the Lambs trace
in comparison with the static allocation scheme.For this MPEG
streamthe maximum capacity gain is obtained for T=lO% and a
cell loss ratio CLR =lO“‘. From Figure 5 (a) and (c), we can
notice that for an overheadof 1480 messagesthe capacity gain is
79.03%. This meansthat if the static approach uses a particular
amount B of bandwidth to have a CLR=lOV1’,our algorithm uses
only 20.97 % of B to have the sameCLR with an overhead of
1480 additional messages.

Figure 6 depicts the Lambs mean scene duration for different
values of T. Higher values of T lead to a small number of scenes
and henceto a high meansceneduration. It is interesting to notice
that for T=50% the mean scene duration is around 10 seconds.
This meansthat there is no overheadwithin this period. With our
dynamic algorithm we obtain a 67.65% capacity gain for a
CLR=lO-to.

Figure 6: Lambs mean sceneduration

Figure 7: Simulation results for MrBean trace
Figure 7 (a) shows the capacity gain obtained for the MrBean
trace in comparison with the static allocation scheme. For this
MPEG streamthe maximum capacity gain is again obtained for
T=lO% and a cell loss ratio CLR =l@“. Similar results were
found while using a Log-Normal distribution sourcemodel.
Here again (see Figure 7 (b)), our dynamic algorithm surpasses
the static schemefor practical values of CLR.
For this stream, the number of scenes and consequently the
number of overheadmessagesis lower than the number of scenes
for the two traces seen before (MTVZ and Lambs). This can be
explained by the fact that MrBean trace has long segmentsthat
have a close GOP size values (seeFigure 8 (c)).
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improve the visual quality of the film and hence solves the
problem statedin section 2.
It allows a higher number of users per cell since it uses less
bandwidth.

w

For sceneswith a low level of activity (with GOP sizes lower
than the peak cell rate). The leftover bandwidth can be used
by other users.We believe that this will decreasethe network
call blocking and forced termination probabilities.

(Cl

It requiresno complex computations.

Figure 8: MrBean obtained CLR for a required CLR=104
and lo”

It can be easily added to the base stations and mobile
terminals.

Figure 8 shows the obtained CLR for different values of T.
Figure 8 (a) shows the obtained CLR for a required CLR=lOA.
We notice that this requirement is always satisfied. In Figure 8
(b) the obtainedCLR is 0 even if the required CLR is lo-‘. Similar
results (obtained CLR=O) were found for required CLR bellow
10-5.
The following table shows the obtained results for other MPEG
video streams.
Table 1: Someresults for other films

It is easyto implement.
These properties make our dynamic algorithm well suited for
practical application.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paperwe proposeda dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme
that can significantly improve bandwidth utilisation in wireless
networks. It automatically adjusts the amount of reserved
resources,while guarantying the required QoS.
The proposedalgorithm exploits the structure of the MPEG video
streamand allocatesbandwidth on a scenebasis. This will result
in a high bandwidth gain, which will affect the overall network
performance.The proposedschemeis dynamic and pro-active. It
requires some communication between the mobile terminal and
the basestation, but the amount of extra information generatedby
the mechanismis acceptablein comparison to the capacity gain
obtained.
Future work will involve studying the impact of the delay on the
performanceof the proposedalgorithm as well as aspectrelatedto
call admission. Studying the choice of the T parameteris also of
greatimportance.
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